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As a pioneer in the paper milling and packaging industry, Muda 
Holding Berhad (MUDA) manufactures high grade industrial 
brown paper, paper boards, corrugated boxes, multi-wall paper 
bags, PE laminated paper for industrial and food application, 
flat, satchel and self-opening-style paper bags for food and non-
food retail outlets, paper pallets and honeycomb for packaging 
and furniture industries, paper-based stationery, trades in 
imported paper and paper related products for the domestic 
and export market. 
 

Muda Packaging Industries Sdn Bhd, 
Malaysia 
 

Where Every Advantage Counts 

Operating in an environment that calls for the best technology and top know-how requires a complex system that is capable of 
handling the most demanding needs of its clients. For instance, MUDA recycles more than 400,000 metric tones of wastepaper 
per annum, requiring a solution that is total and reliable with no margin for error. 
 
Which is why MPI (a subsidiary of MUDA) places their trust on Prestige Atlantic’s CPS/Enterprise, a total integrated enterprise 
management software. For over 10 years, the CPS/ Enterprise has helped MPI handle its processes from start to end; from 
tracking sales to counting costs, from controlling inventory to warehouse processing.  
 
Now, MPI once again calls for the expertise of Prestige Atlantic to upgrade the CPS/ Enterprise to version 2010. By continuing to 
place its trust in the CPS/ Enterprise, MPI’s mandate is clear: to take business to the next level; a challenge we at Prestige Atlantic 
is honoured to accept and meet to much satisfaction.  
 
Among others, by upgrading its existing server to the state of the art HP RX2660, MPI can now cut down processing time and at 
the same time enhance speed across departments. Already satisfied with the current host of benefits, an upgrade gives MPI yet 
another leverage to put itself ahead of others. With a new feature that uses Graphical User Interface, the software is more user 
friendly, enabling even non-tech savvy users to do what was previously impossible, such as printing and downloading data onto 
an Excel sheet. Benefits such as these give much ease of use, and enable MPI to keep itself up to date and to maximize its 
potential.  
 
With CPS/ Enterprise, it’s all about giving you control. 
 
With faster processing, comes faster delivery to MPI’s customers. In an industry where speed counts, faster processing means that 
MPI is able to engage with its customers at every level to fulfill and surpass their expectations.  
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BBeeiijjiinngg  KKSSPPAA  RReessoouurrcceess  RReeccyycclliinngg  CCoo..  LLttdd,,  CChhiinnaa  
  

Managing Many Centers Under One System 
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Across Beijing in Daxing, Shunyi, Hai Dian, Ying Hai, Ru Cheng and Zhao Yang, all centres run flawlessly using Prestige Atlantics 
iconic e-Green. With e-Green, KSPA Beijing is able to run all collection centres under one reporting system.  
e-Green goes beyond a simple buy and sell operation. Designed to run the most complex inventory management, real-time 
connecting of all outlets into a centralized system to provide on-time accounting and management reports means that KSPA 
Beijing can keep a tight grip on all its centres.  
 
Seeing 6 centres already up and running, KSPA calls for the 7th installation, further consolidating its operations under one 
reporting system. 
 
With price control fluctuating unpredictably, e-Green allows KSPA to keep tight control on the pricing, allowing it to generate a 
healthy profit. The entire purchasing is run under one consolidated process, enabling KSPA to fine-tune its business to perfection. 
Each of KSPA’s centre runs on a front-end engine. Transactions then auto-sync with the headquarters’ back-end centralized 
system, allowing headquarter to better understand how its centres are performing and to take it to the next level. 
 
Which is why with e-Green, it’s all about simplicity. 
 
KSPA is expected to have a total of 10 centres in the near future. e-Green is poised to surpass its expectations of running all 
centres flawlessly. 
 

As a company expands its frontiers, keeping a tight grip on all its 
businesses is very challenging. The ability to govern not just major, 
but minor processes, and to detect slight changes in the business 
environment is crucial for any company looking to expand. And 
who would understand this better than Beijing KSPA Resources 
Recycling Co. Ltd? 
 
As one of the largest waste paper collection company in 
Malaysia, KS Secondary Fibre Supplier runs more than 10 collection 
centres all across the country. With its base in Malaysia, it also has 
a strong foothold in Beijing and Tianjin, China. Its subsidiary in 
China, Beijing KSPA Resources Recycling Co. Ltd is part of the 
Group’s expansion strategy to capture a lucrative market up in 
China. With 6 collection centres already running optimally and 
another 4 in the pipeline, the company’s task of ensuring all 
systems go is a task few can manage effectively.  
 

An established name in the corrugated carton manufacturing industry, 
TCG Malaysia is joint venture Company between Thai Containers Group 
Co., Ltd. (TCG), a subsidiary of SCG Paper Public Co., Ltd., Thailand - the 
largest integrated producer of paper products in Thailand and Rengo 
Co., Ltd. Japan - the leading corrugated carton manufacturer in Japan. 
 
Aiming to be a leading name in ASEAN in terms of innovative packaging solution, TCG Malaysia relies on Prestige Atlantic’s  
CPS/ Enterprise to give it maximum control over all its processes from A to Z.  
 
Taking control to the next level, TCG Malaysia once again places its confidence on Prestige Atlantic by integrating the  
CPS/ Enterprise into its own SAP B1 financial system. The integration of these two solutions work synergistically by enhancing the 
strengths of both solutions, further giving TCG Malaysia even more solid control over its processes.  
 
With CPS/ Enterprise, it’s all about giving you control. 
 
This integration sees immediate positive impact on TCG Malaysia. With processing time cut down, with data more readily 
available to be analyzed, with clarity on where its strength lies and where it can improve, TCG Malaysia’s reliance on this synergy 
gives it continuous advantage over others.    
 

  
TTCCGG  RReennggoo  SSuubbaanngg  ((MM))  SSddnn  BBhhdd,,  MMaallaayyssiiaa  
  

One Plus One Equals Three 
 



 
 
 
 
 
 
 
  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Custom-tailored business management software for Corrugating  
Manufacturing business  

(Sheet Plants, Full Box Plants & Folding Cartons) 

CORE MODULE 

 Sales Management  
 ► Standard Costing, Formula, Sales Order, Sales Analysis, Customer Services 
 
 Cost Management  
 ► Raw material, Trading Item, Manufacturing, Distribution, Non-Manufacturing, Customer Costing, Cost Analysis 
 
 Paper Roll Management 

► Purchase Order, Shipment, Roll Inventory Control + Barcode, Average Costing, Quality Tracking, Management 
Reports 

 
 Material Management 

► Purchase Order, Material Inventory Control, Average Costing, Management Reports, Integrate to AP and GL 
 
 Production Management 

► Work Order, Corrugator Scheduling, Production Execution Board (Capacity Plant), Converting Scheduling, Dry-
end Pallet Label, Production Monitoring Board (Full Plant WIP Monitoring), Floor Tracking, Production Analysis 

 
 Plant Maintenance Management* 

► Task Order, Task Order Schedule, Task Order Tracking, Management Reports 
 
 Warehouse Management 

► Finished Goods Inventory, Delivery Schedule, Delivery Order, Invoice, Dr/Cr Note, Custom Declaration, 
Warehouse Analysis, Integrate to AR & GL 

 
 Financial Management 
 ► Accounts Receivable, Account Payable, General Ledger, Financial Report Writer 
 

PLUG-IN 

 Mobile Roll-Stock Wet-End Consumption 
 Mobile Roll-Stock Stock-Take 
 M/Card CAD Diagram Link-Up 
 M/Card Block & Mould Library 
 Sales Incentive 
 Cheque Writer 
 Fixed Asset 
 Web Hosting 
 ODBC for In-House Programming 
 

 Executive Information System 
 Quotation Link-Up with Cost Management 
 Sheet Board Purchase 
 DECC Link-Up 

 Mobile F/Goods Registration Station + Barcode 
Label 

 Mobile Delivery Station + Auto D/O 
 Transport Tracking 
 Weight Bridge Control 
 Auto COA 
 Roll Stock Data Sync with Paper Mills + Barcode 

Label 
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  Discover CPS/Enterprise 2010 Complete Configuration 
 

 


